This article presents an original method to accurately predict the end of discharge of rechargeable batteries inserted in portable electronic equipments. The proposed method is based on two neural networks organized in a masterslave relation. A prediction accuracy of 3% (18 minutes) is reached. A further improvement of the system is introduced by adapting on-line another neural network to the actual battery currently in use. This adaptive method reduces the average error to 10 minutes. Results are promising and implementation, carried out in a portable multimeter prototype, only requires a small amount of the computing power already available inside most portable equipments.
Introduction
Portable equipments use batteries in an increasing number of applications. This creates the need for prediction tools that provide users with useful information such as the remaining working time.
Batteries are highly non-linear devices for which there is no simple and accurate available physical model. The rst section presents some of their characteristics. The two following section describe a general scheme for modeling a system behavior by neural networks and its actual use. Since batteries exhibit signi cant individual variations, an adaptive scheme has been developed. Results and implementation issues on a FLUKE multimeter research prototype are discussed in the last two sections.
Battery concepts Aim of the work
Rechargeable batteries use electro-chemical reactions to transform energy from chemical to electrical form (see (Linden, 1995; Notten, 1984 ) for a complete description). Our goal is to provide the user of a portable equipment with an accurate estimate (a few percents) of the remaining working time.
This will be a major improvement over conventional battery management tools. In part because of the poor accuracy of these tools in terms of remaining charge indication, system designers have to de ne a safety margin (which can be up to 30% of nominal capacity) to avoid unexpected power down. It means that batteries are usually underused and even misused, this policy leading to many discharge-charge cycles that jeopardize the battery life time. To enhance the length of each discharge and the overall battery life, an accurate end of discharge prediction is required.
The end of discharge (or discharge time) is the time t e when the battery is not able to power the system any longer. More precisely, we have to predict when the battery voltage reaches a cut-o value V e (for the multimeter, V e = 6V). Some discharge curves (at constant power and external temperature) are featured in Fig. 1 . Obviously, the prediction should be made as early as possible in order to propose the information to the user almost as soon he/she turns his/her equipment on.
Issues in battery management models
In uence of numerous parameters Most of the physical models developed so far are only based on the \Coulomb-counting" rule which estimates the remaining capacity Q(t) from measurements of the current I(t) owing from and to the battery during a given period dt, according to the formula: Q(t) = Q 0 ? R t 0 I(t)dt.
These methods usually give poor results because current is hard to precisely measure and because the available charge that can be extracted from a battery is a function of discharge current (the higher the current, the lower the extracted charge), temperature and \history" of the battery. Up-to-date algorithms use a look-up table to deal with e ects such as temperature, charge e ciency as a function of the state of charge, . . . .
Many companies have already released components on the marketplace for battery gauging : Philips Semiconductors (Philips, 1994) , Duracell (Duracell, 1994) , Benchmarq (Freeman, 1995) , National Semiconductors (Bowen et al., 1994) , Exar (Stephan, 1995) and Microchip (Watson, 1995) . All these companies claim a few percents accuracy \under typical conditions". However, most use a non-evolving, pre-de ned model that doesn't take all the e ects described in the following into account (see (Bowen et al., 1994) for instance). Some works towards \adaptivity" are to be mentioned, like (Pesco and al., 1989) . All these studies however deal with \reactivity", that is small modi cations around a pre-xed solution whereas our goal is to build an accurate model of the whole battery behavior and its drift. Most of the companies cited above are developing new battery gauging component that are claimed to be \intelligent" (as the Smart Battery of Duracell). Information is however very hard to collect since battery has become a very competitive domain and the usual terminology is based on vague expressions such as \complex modeling algorithm" and \proprietary algorithm".
Ageing e ect
Figure 2 features discharge time as a function of the battery's age for an average battery. Ages are measured as cycle numbers that is the number of times a battery has been charged and discharged. It can be seen that the older a battery gets, the less its discharges last. In the following, a battery will be considered as dead and thrown out when its discharge does not exceed 250 minutes which is less than half its nominal capacity (600 minutes). 
Behavior dispersion
Furthermore, it must be pointed out that batteries show signi cant variations from cell to cell. Even cells from the same manufacturing lot exhibit rather wide manufacturing tolerances -usually 15%. As cells age, their performances diverge even more; after being in service for a given time, some rechargeable cells can exhibit over twice the capacity of their siblings. To get reliable predictions, we have to deal with this dispersion.
Our approach
The battery problems we addressed are: dependence on working conditions (external temperature, time spent on charge, discharge and resting), ageing e ect, behavior dispersion of comparable batteries. Since we do not want to overwhelm the small computational power available aboard portable equipments, as few calculations as possible must be done during the discharge, when the equipment is actually in use. The basic time step between calculation has thus been set to a whole discharge time. Since no physical battery model is accurate enough the prediction will involve a curve approximation approach. Neural networks are known to be universal approximators and were thus selected as the basic building blocks of our system. The discharge curve approximation is implemented by a rst Neural Network (NN1). The e ects of working conditions and ageing will be modeled by a second Neural Network (NN2).
Such an o -line implementation addresses the rst two issues and yields satisfactory results. To further improve the prediction a third Neural Network (NNA) deals with the performance variation between comparable batteries through an online adaptation.
Neural Networks characteristics
A neural network may be viewed as a black box capable of learning a mapping g ! : IR n ! IR p . The eld of neural networks stems from the analogy with the human brain. Arti cial neural networks are built out of highly idealized neurons. Such neurons are organized in layered network (called a Multi Layer Perceptron, MLP) where each neuron of a layer is connected to all the neurons of the previous and following layer only. A neuron computes its weighted input z and then its activation according to o = f( z) where is a slope parameter.
Learning in such a feed-forward neural network is done by a process of nding a set of weights ! that best matches the mapping to be learned. The standard optimization process is the back-propagation algorithm. (Hertz et al., 1991) contains all the details of this algorithm.
Neural networks are known to have desirable features like function approximation (Cybenko, 1989; Hornik et al., 1989) and robust controlling capabilities (Levin and Narendra, 1996; Narendra and Parthasarathy, 1990 ). Hornik (Hornik et al., 1989) has shown that a MLP with a single hidden layer with an adequate number of non-linear units (tanh in the following) and an output layer of linear units has the capacity to act as a universal approximator. Therefore, we chose to use multilayer perceptron to model batteries behavior y = F (x; !).
We de ne the set of all weight vectors ! as by = f!j y = g ! (x)g (1) with x 2 X, y 2 Y and ! 2 IR r .
is the space where the optimized weight vector is searched for and IR r . However, the distance between ! 1 and ! 2 will be de ned by the distance between the two parametrized functions g !1 and g !2 they give rise to.
This parameter space might be complex and if knowledge is available, we would like to use it. We thus introduce a higher level than approximation which we will call \modeling". Modeling aims at learning how to reproduce a behavior. \Behavior" here means evolution of responses. If the responses are approximated by g ! (x) then behavior can be modeled by ! = h(') where ' 2 are external or contextual variables and IR q .
Our system can thus be summarized into
This modeling process is also featured in Fig. 3 . Details of the exact form of x, y and ' are the subject of a dedicated section.
Equation (2) decomposes the function y = F(x; ') in two parts, each dealing with a particular variable type. x and ' are of di erent type and do not represent the same phenomena. They should be handled by di erent functions. Separated functions g and h are smaller and easily manageable. This decomposition also allows to restrict the search to small dimensional spaces. What is more, implementation could hard-code h, thus leading to as few free parameters as g contains, namely r.
Equation (2) is thus easier to manage than y =f (x) = g ! (x) = F (x; ') .
N. Pican has proposed a related approach (Pican, 1996) called \OWE": Orthogonal Weight Estimator. The method is also based on contextual data but one model is used for each parameter ! i = h i ( ' ) for i = 1; : : : ; r. Our method is simpler because a single global model ! = h(') for the behavior is required. This method is also related to as the master-slave network as described in (Lapedes and Farber, 1986a; Lapedes and Farber, 1986b) where the master calculates the weights for the slave. As in Pican's method, they have one master unit for each connection in the slave and make the master network calculate appropriate weights without using the slave for feedback. Figure 3 has also the avor of the classical identi cation problem in control theory (Goutte and Ledoux, 1996; Miller et al., 1990) . The identi cation and control are always based on some external control variables whereas our method de nes the working variables as the internal parameters which actually de ne the plant model.
The following section describes how this scheme is actually used for battery management.
Battery modeling
For the battery management problem, responses will be discharge curves. Our goal is to predict the remaining working time, and therefore, a discharge curve approximation is needed. y =f (x) = g ! (x) will thus have to approximate such a curve. The time is the result we are looking for, so that y = t. Total discharge time t e will then be computed as t e =f (x e ) where x e is the condition vector that de nes the end of discharge. The parametrized functions g ! (x) was achieved by a MLP used as universal approximator. We will hereafter defer to it as NN1 and to its weight vector as !. Of course, this choice was also made because of the lack of an accurate and simple physical model. This is also why we have chosen h(') to be implemented by another MLP called NN2. The modeling process is thus only composed of neural networks which leads to an easier implementation. Before going on describing the MLP learning process, the variables x and ' have to be chosen.
Variable selection
The variables x describing discharge have to be determined. They are time varying and should easily be measured. The contextual data ' will then be identi ed.
Time varying variables: x y =f (x) should approximate a discharge curve, a mapping between values of variables x that may change during a discharge, and the time y = t when the battery will reach these values. x has been de ned as x = (V; T). The battery voltage V is obviously one of these variables. In realistic conditions, the external temperature T may also signi cantly vary especially with portable equipments. Discharging at di erent constant temperatures (say T 1 = 25 C and T 2 = 35 C) gives two distinct curves at di erent levels (say L1 and L2). A change in temperature during a discharge only leads to a change of curves. This means that going from T 1 to T 2 while discharging makes the discharge curve follow L2 instead of L1. The space x = (V; T) was thus further reduced by studying only the T = constant trajectories, assuming that NN1 is able to interpolate between two temperatures.
In many applications, the drained current I is also time dependent. We have restricted the T; V; I space to the trajectories de ned as constant power (W ) discharges and thus I is not a necessary part of x and was therefore not taken into account (as W = V I). This discharge policy is approximately what occurs inside the FLUKE multimeter. Our method is nevertheless general and I could also easily have been handled. Such a study is actually under way. NN1 thus implements y =f(x) as t =f (V; T) .
If a prediction for the end of discharge t e is sought, V is set to some speci c cut-o voltage V e under which the battery is not able to power the equipment anymore and the total working time will be computed according to (4) as t e =f(V e ; T), assuming that T will remain constant till t e . The remaining working time t r from the present time t p will then be estimated as t r = t e ? t p .
Contextual variables: '
Approximating the discharge curve is not su cient to provide an accurate prediction of the end of discharge. As a matter of fact, the discharge behavior depends on the history of the battery: age, charge conditions, user behaviors during last cycles (memory e ects, . . . ). These e ects are directly connected to the parameter vector ! of the functionf(x) = g ! (x). More precisely, fruitful discussions with Philips' battery experts as well as statistical studies have shown that the behavior of the model is directly connected to 5 parameters:
V 0 and V 0 , the initial discharge conditions for the voltage and its derivative S, the estimated state of charge approximated as the di erence between the last charge and discharge ratios. These ratios are computed as the actual time divided by the nominal time spent resp. on charge and discharge.
t R , the resting time i.e. the time elapsed between the last charge and the beginning of the present discharge.
T R , the average temperature during the resting time t R . These variables are regrouped in ' = (V 0 ; V 0 ; S; t R ; T R ) and were determined as giving useful information concerning the battery status (see also (Patillon et al., 1996) ). The modeler action could thus be represented as: ! = h (V 0 ; V 0 ; S; t R ; T R ) (6) and the whole system (2) could then be instantiated as: t = g ! (V; T) ! = h (V 0 ; V 0 ; S; t R ; T R ) (7) where g ! is implemented by NN1 and h by NN2 as also featured in Fig. 3 .
Neural network implementations
The learning strategy of the system (7) is the following: NN1 learning. The goal of this step is to transform the discharge curves into weight vectors. This is done by curve approximation using neural networks of the same optimized structure. NN2 learning. The weight vectors resulting from NN1 learning are used as outputs to train NN2 with the contextual variables as inputs.
NN1
Implementation issues require NN1 to be as small as possible. Since the NN1 resulting weights ! will be computed as the NN2 outputs, the parameter space (see (1)) should be as small and \clean" as possible. To reach this goal, an original learning strategy has been developed (G erard and Patillon, 1997) . This method reduces the number of hidden nodes but also the symmetries inside the weight space. The exact procedure is out of the present article scope and only a brief description will be given here.
The underlying concept is to e ciently train the internal slopes of the neurons by also computing a gradient descent with respect to them. It was rst introduced in (Movellan, 1987) and further developed in (Kruschke and Movellan, 1991) . In these works, the slopes are considered as another weights and are trained at the same time. It means that both are optimized together and can not be separated.
Since NN1 is to be used on-line, we can not have access to all the data and an optimized slope structure regardless of the weight values is to be preferred. The algorithm described in (G erard and Patillon, 1997 ) is iterative and the weights, then the slopes are trained one after the other in a loop. It is also consistent with the remark that modifying a slope is much more powerful (and dangerous) than modifying a single weight. This method is used on a subset of the database. During the training, some slopes become so small that the corresponding neurons could be removed. The training procedure thus comes up with an optimized small neural network structure which is further used on the whole database. Since the slope values are di erent, nodes are \specialized" and the symmetries inside the weight space are drastically reduced.
Using this method and the fact that a discharge curve has a rather simple shape (see Fig. 1 ), NN1 was kept small (only 9 weights). 2800 discharge curves have been accurately approximated (by 2800 neural networks) and yielded 2800 weight vectors. The average error between the experimental and the predicted curves is about 2 minutes with a maximum of about 10 minutes.
NN1 is thus able to precisely approximate virtually any discharge curve. If an average NN1 with an average weight vector had to model all the discharge curves, the error would be rather huge: 52 minutes. This is caused by the large dispersion exhibited by batteries (see Fig. 1 ). Since we want to have a single model for all discharge conditions, we have to involve NN2.
NN2
As (6) cannot be described analytically, h has been implemented as another standard MLP called NN2 the task of which is to model the mapping between the contextual or external data ' and the shape of the discharge curve as given by !. This is possible because the learning process we used for NN1 leads to \clean" neural weights, that is weights that are close when they are learned using close conditions. Figure 4 features one example of such a weight for di erent batteries and for 260 cycles for each battery.
It can be seen that all the batteries have comparable behavior as far as this weight is concerned. The behavior is also smooth except for the end of life of the battery. These qualitative remarks shows that our node specialization training method (G erard and Patillon, 1997) works well and results in comparable NN1 weights when curves are comparable.
The internal weights of NN2 have been learned using the 2800 NN1 weights as desired outputs and the related ' as inputs.
Each time the user switches on his/her equipment, the values of V 0 , V 0 are measured, t R , T R are computed. All are added to the recorded S to build '. Equation (6) then comes into play as the present behavior of the battery (!) is estimated via NN2. The resulting synaptic weights ! are then \plugged" into NN1. NN1 leads to a predicted discharge curve which allows to estimate the remaining working time t r by (5). The testing error is computed as the di erence between t e and the measured discharge time. Directly testing NN2 on what it actually outputs, namely NN1 synaptic weights, only leads to a non-signi cant error as the sensitivity of NN1 output on its weights is unknown. The most important error is the di erence the user could feel between what is displayed and the actual status of his/her equipment.
Test of the global system
The overall system is tested on 9 real battery packs in realistic conditions. The mean prediction error is 3:11 %. Taking the capacity of the battery (10 hrs) into account, the mean error is 18 minutes. 86 % of the predictions were made with an error less than 5 % (30 minutes). We have a single model for all the conditions which is much better than a simple, single xed neural network NN1 (whose mean error amounts to 52 minutes). Furthermore, it must be noticed that all predictions are obtained after only one minute (time needed to estimate V 0 ).
Adaptivity to individual behavior
It has been noted before that batteries show signi cant variations from cell to cell with an average dispersion of 15%. To deal with this dispersion we built a system which could take the behavior of the battery currently in use into account. As f(x) acts as an approximator of the response, h(') must be tuned to adapt the parameters of the model to the real behavior. The main idea is to make on-line changes outside the system described by (2) by adding a small modeler k(') in parallel of h('). 
k(') actually denotes the di erence between individual behavior and average behavior as estimated by h('). This method allows a small modi cation of h (the latter being known as reliable, see previous section). The module k could be seen as the incremental part of h, which avoids the burden of retraining the whole h function and free us from storing a huge amount of data.
This on-line method is related to reinforcement learning (Langlois, 1992) (Miller et al., 1990) where the problem is to model an external environment. It also has signi cant di erences. g ! could be seen as a model of the critic that, given explicit performance measures (namely, distances between f(x) andf(x) = g ! (x)), computes a guide for h towards what it should have responded. Here, however, the on-line adaptation is based on relatively small variations around an average behavior represented by h. This average behavior is de ned o -line and known to have reasonable reliability beforehand. Furthermore, k does not have an actual exploratory behavior. Exploratory searches are very time consuming and need a lot of patterns to give accurate result. k(') was implemented as a small neural network (called NNA for Neural Network Adaptive) with a single node in its hidden layer. At the beginning this neuron is inactive. Its synaptic weights are set on-line in order to minimize the error between the predicted model and the experimental discharge curve as shown in the following. The adaptive learning phase begins at the end of discharge when the actual discharge curve f(x) that took place is available. Firstly, a distance between the predictedf(x) = g ! (x) and the experimental curve f(x) is calculated. If this distance exceeds a threshold, the adaptive learning of NNA is performed (see Fig. 6 ). The rst step is to approximate the actual discharge curve by a NN1 network using the back-propagation algorithm. It gives rise to ! . ! k is then estimated as ! k = ! ? ! h .
The internal parameters of k(') are updated, using its input ' and desired output ! k . The update is a single back-propagation step of the sole available sample.
This method is applicable to smart battery management because the battery behavior is encoded as a smooth evolving process (see Fig. 4 ). The underlying assumption is that modifying k(') so that its outputs come closer to what it should have been when computing ! k for the past discharge, the future behavior model described by h(') + k(') should more closely follow (anticipate) the battery's one.
Results
As a result example, Fig. 7 features the predicted and measured discharge times for a single battery. The prediction were made using standard and adaptive methods.
In the beginning, the standard and adaptive schemes have about the same high level performance. At cycle 56, the battery was \disturbed" and the adaptive method was able to keep track of the modi cations in about 10 cycles. At the end of the battery life, both predictions were rather unstable but adaptive results were somewhat better. For this battery, the mean prediction error was 3:8% with the non-adaptive method and 1:8% using adaptivity. Comparisons between the measured discharge times and the predictions made using the adaptive method are featured in Fig. 8 along with the 5% lines. The adaptive scheme almost always leads to lower prediction errors. Results for both methods on 9 test batteries are summarized into Table 1 .
Implementation
The whole method has been implemented on a FLUKE multimeter research prototype. This multimeter has an inboard CPU: a Motorola 68306 microprocessor.
The implementation make use of the already existing hardware such as the A/D converter and the LCD display. Only memory has been added to accomodate our algorithm and Table 2 The mean battery behavior h(') estimated by NN2 has been implemented in ROM and is the output of an o -line learning phase. RAM is only needed to store the particular NN1 as computed by NN2. Flash EEPROM is very small since it only needs to store the contextual variables '. Without the adaptive scheme, the memory requirement is thus rather low. The system is more complex when the adaptive part is needed and some extra memory is required. As stated in the last column of Table 2 , this extra memory stores the discharge curve as it occurs (in RAM) as well as adaptive part weights (in Flash EEPROM). The standard backpropagation algorithm (BP) has also to be computed for this adaptive part and this algorithm is stored in ROM.
A study aiming at reducing the number of stored points needed to accurately represent the discharge curve is being done and will lead to only a small increase in RAM space for the adaptive method compared to the standard method.
In actual use, after switching on the equipment, the information on the remaining working time is displayed to the user after one minute. As soon as the contetual data ' are collected, a forward pass through NN2 (and NNA if the adaptive method has been selected) computes the weights of NN1. A forward pass through this network leading to the estimated discharge time. It must also be pointed out that all of the heavy computation (the NNA back propagation update) is done while recharging, when the equipment CPU is otherwise idle.
Portable equipments are becoming more and more powerful and most of them (like cellular phones, electric shavers, CD players, . . . ) already contain enough computational power and memory to accommodate our algorithm.
Conclusion
An original smart battery management system based on neural networks has been developed. Its goal is to predict the remaining working time of the battery as accurately as possible. Accurate predictions also extend the battery life time and the capacity that could be extracted from a battery. This system may be implemented in two di erent ways, according to the required accuracy and to the available memory and computational power.
The rst implementation is based on o -line learning from observed data which allows to determine the parameters of the system devoted to predict remaining working time. This implementation consists of two neural networks combined as follows: the network that approximates the discharge curve is ruled by a second network that copes with the time varying contextual variables. This master-slave relation allows to address the problem of deeper behavior changes.
In the second implementation of the system, on-line learning of current observations is used to closely adapt the prediction to the speci c battery. The whole system, due to good generalization properties of neural networks, has small complexity.
Software and hardware implementations onto a FLUKE multimeter research prototype provided very good results. The mean prediction error is less than 10 minutes for an event that may occur in up to 10 hours, and this prediction is computed after only one minute of discharge time.
Neural networks can thus be used in a wide range of small size products already available on the marketplace. Application of this general architecture to other products has to be led. The presented method may also be extended to deal with the other part of the smart battery management project: controlling the charge.
Future works concern the study of this original master-slave relation for neural networks in other contexts (control . . . ).
